
gli occhiali senza tempo

MADE IN ITALY





                         t that time my grandfather dressed, with great 
success, the Milanese gentry who frequented the clite clubs and 
theatres in the city, amongst which “Scala”.
His motive of pride was to render and create without time a 
centrain elegance for his clients.
One day he started at a gentleman who had just come out of a 
changing room in the tailors, dressed in an elegant suit, but was 
putting on a pair of spectacles of sheer charm.
He was a famous English archaeologist who loved Greek
culture, myth and of epic gestures of the Olympic Gods...

… So it was that evening, sitting at his writing desk
at home that my grandfather started to design spectacle
frames of harmonious and elegant forms in colour both frugal 
and natural; spectacles just as his tailored suits would have made
him proud in creating objects “without time”.
He did not have the opportunity to complete that project, 
which I was fortunate enough to find and which I named 
“EPOS” in memory of his inspired and distinguished English 
archaeologist. Epos is a collocation of spectacles “ without 
time”, from legendary names.

A



EPOS is an Italian company focused on the creation 
of “timeless” vintage glasses. With an elegant and 
harmonious style, our products go beyond any trend.
All the models are impeccably realized and are 
a combination of the charm of the last century and 
a modern style, characterized by the use of cellulose 
acetate and resistant metal alloys.
All the frames for sun and view, are a perfect mix 
of classic shapes and shapes revisited with a modern 
Italian design.

Who are we



EPOS was founded in 2003 by 3 friends, with a common 
passion for classic elegance and a great entrepreneurial 
idea: designing and creating vintage-style glasses for the 
lovers of the ancient refinement.
Over the years, EPOS has successfully gained an important 
customer base thanks to the quality of the products, with 
affordable prices and a wide range of models.
Today EPOS is a company that produces, sells and supplies 
collections through a network of distributors in the most 
elegant stores of over 20 countries around the world.

History



All the Epos production is proudly entirely made 
in Italy. Our artisans create, mount and assemble 
everything in our headquarters in Valdobbiadene.
The great challenge was to be able to maintain 
a competitive price while maintaining the 
production in Italy.
The word Vintage has never been so right, because we 
still use the same care of the past to make our frames.

Made in Italy





Design

Our creative design department is the heart of the 
company. All the vintage glasses that come from the 
pencils of our designers respect a high value and an 

excellent relationship between quality and price. 
Inspiration and change are at the centre of the 

design of the collections. However, two elements 
remain the same: the timeless elegant style and the 

high quality of the materials used. 
EPOS perfectly blends harmony and technology, 

producing unique creations.



For 18 years we are present in the industry of eyewear. 
2 vintage collections constantly revisited and updated.
Over 700 articles
29 countries around the world
9 distributors and direct sales networks
over 5,000 retailers in 4 continents.

The numbers



In our laboratory are created the best combinations 
of sun lenses for every eyeglass model. 
We are indeed able to customize the eyeglass upon 
customer’s request with more than 50 sun lenses 
colors

Lenses type



To honor the epic and the poetry of heroic feats, 
Epos expresses through the collections “Classic” 
and “Legenda”, his unmistakable vintage style.
All eyeglasses models can be transformed into 
sunglasses, with a wide choice of lenses that we 
ourselves assemble.

The collections

 Mod: Arcadia



Mod: left Agon, center Imero, right Koros



 Mod: Penelope Mod: Castore



 Mod: Polluce



 Mod: Polluce



 Mod: Koros



 Mod: Maia



 Mod: Zeus



 Mod: Cassandra



 Mod: Alpo



 Mod: Agelao



 Mod: Argos



 Mod: Melissa



 Mod: Afrodite



 Mod: Pan



Our communication style is characterized by 
simplicity and is able to enhance the beauty of the 
shapes, making the glasses the protagonists.

Communication













Through the social pages we tell to the many followers 
our philosophy of vintage and the pleasure of living 
Epos through the spontaneity of every moment, 
timeless.

Social media





Our designers also create exhibition materials for the 
windows of our retailers, enhancing the beauty of the 
exhibited glasses.

Store





Via Giacomo Watt, 37, 20143 Milano MI - +39 0289159174 - info@eposmilano.com


